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On a New Equilibrium Existence Theorem

Tai Sung Kim, Won Kyu Kim and Jong Sul Lim

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to give a new existence theo
rem of equilibrium in non-compact generalized games with uncount
able number of agents.

In 1952, Nash first proved the existence of equilibrium for games 
where the player’s preferences are representable by continuous quasi
concave utilities and the strategy sets are simplexes. Next Debreu 
proved the existence of equilibrium for abstract economies. Recently, 
the existence of Nash equilibrium can be further generalized in more 
general settings by several authors, e.g. see [3, 6, 8, 9]. In fact, they im
posed weaker conditions on the preference correspondences and con
straint correspondences, and also they considered the consumer’s set 
in more general spaces, e.g. in locally convex spaces or topological 
Riesz spaces. In 1990, Tian [8] proved an equilibrium existence the
orem for non-compact abstract economy with countable number of 
agents; however his feasible set is assumed to be metrizable and the set 
of agent is countable. However, in recent papers (e.g. Ding-Kim-Tan
[3],  Kim [6]), the underlying spaces are not compact nor metrizable, 
e.g. the choice set lies in lp or Hp (0 < p < 1), and the set of agents 
is uncountable.

In this note, we shall prove a new equilibrium existence theorem for 
non-compact generalized games with uncountable number of agents 
with general preference correspondences which do not have open lower
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sections. We also give an example that the previous results due to 
Borglin-Keiding [2], Yannelis-Prabhakar [9], Ding-Kim-Tan [3] do not 
work; however our result can be applicable.

Let A be a subset of a topological space X. We shall denote by 2A 
the family of all subsets of A and by cl A the closure of A in X, If A is 
a subset of a vector space, we shall denote by co A the convex hull of 
A. If A is a non-empty subset of a topological vector space X and S\ 
T : A —> 2X are correspondences, then coT, 시 T, T A S : A —> 2X are 
correspondences defined by (coT)(rr) = co7(^), (cZT)(:r) = cl T(x) 
and (T Cl S')(⑦) = 끄(⑦) A S(rr) for each :c € A, respectively.

Let X, y be a non-empty topological spaces and T : X —> 2r be 
a correspondence. A correspondence T : X ―> 2r is said to be upper 
semicontinuous if for each x E X and each open set V in F with 
T(x) C V, then there exists an open neighborhood of ⑦ in X such 
that T(y) C V for each y E U; and a correspondence T : X —* 2r is 
said to be lower semicontinuous if for each x E X and each open set 
V in y with T(x) Cl V 斗 0, then there exists an open neighborhood 
17 of ⑦ in X such that T(y) A V 구M) for each y EU.

Let I be a (possibly uncountable) set of agents. For each i € I, 
let Xi be a non-empty set of actions. A generalized game (or an ab
stract economy) T = (A}, 丄生, 5八 is defined as a family of or
dered quadruples (A},』4유小, 7으) where Xi is a non-empty topological 
vector space (a choice set), 日i ： TI 조j — 2Xi are constraint corre-

, jei
spondence and Xj —+ 2Xi is a preference correspondence. An

... jeIequilibrium for T is a point x E X = Y[ Xi such that for each i € /, 
入 八 스 다1 ... . .Xi E cl Bi(x) and 2%(2) A Ai(2) = 0. Actually, an equilibrium point is 
both a fixed point of the correspondence cl Bi and a separation point 
of the correspondence Pi and Ai. When Ai = 2% for each z G Z, our 
definitions of an abstract economy (or generalized game) and an equi
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librium coincide with the standard definitions, e.g. in Borglin-Keiding 
[2, p.315] or in Yannelis-Prabhakar [9, p.242].

Now we prove a new equilibrium existence theorem for a non
compact non-metrizable generalized game with proference correspon
dences which do not have open lower sections.

THEOREM. Let r = (A}, Ai, Bi, J으)iGi be a generalized game where 
I is a (possibly uncountable) set of agents such that for each i € T,

(1) Xi is a non-empty convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff 
topological vector space and Di is a non-empty compact subset of A},

(2) for each x E X = 사? A(X)仏 non-empty, 八(:r) C Bi(x) C
iei

D{ and Bj(⑦) is convex,
(3) the correspondence cl Bi : X — 2Di is upper semicontinuous,
(4) the correspondence cl Pi : X -스 2Xi is upper semicontinuous 

such that Pi(x) is (possibly empty) convex for each x E X,
(5) the set Wi := {x £ X : (八 Cl Pi)(x) 羊 0} is (possibly empty) 

closed,
(6) for each x G Wi, Xi $ clPi(x\
Then T has an equilibrium choice x E X, i.e. for each i E I,

Xi E cl Bi(x) and A(소) A j%(2) = 0.

PROOF. If Wi = 0 for all i 三 L)then by the assumption (3) and 
Lemma 3 of Fan [4], we can apply Hinimelberg’s fixed point theorem 
[5] to the correspondence JJ cl Bi and hence there exists a point x € 

入 1티 . . 스

X such that x = JJ clBi(x\ i.e. for each i € I, 於 € cl Bi(£) and 
스 . ieI

Ai(x) Pl (소) = 0. Therefore we have done.
Note that by Theorem 3.1.8 in [1], the correspondence cl Bi Oct Pi is 

also upper semicontinuous. Suppose that Ii)be a maximal non-empty 
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subset of I such that W； / 0 for every i E Iq- Then for each i € Io, 
we can define a correspondence(仏 : X — 2Di by

clBAxV if ⑦ $ Wh
아) = ) 7 _

( (cl成 n ciPi)(x), ifxe Wi,

Then each (/>i(x) is a non-empty closed convex subset of D{. We 
shall show that(f〉i is upper semi continuous. Let V be any open subset 
of Di containing (/Then we have

U = {xeX: 싸(z) C V}

= {x e Wi: <W〉cv}u{x ex \Wn 아女)c V}

= {xe Wi : (시 Bi n cZP,)Gr) cV}U{xeX\ Wi： clB^x} c v}

= {x ex： (cl Bi n c! Pi)(x) CV}U{xEX\ Wi : cl Bi(x) C V}.

Since X \Wi is open and cl Bi 0 cl Pi is upper semi continuous, U is 
open and hence <仏 is also upper semicontinuous.

Finally we define 파 : X — 2刀, where Z) = ]丄/刀, by 
iei

포(으) ：= [{仏세 for each x E 
iei

where

if i € To, 
시〉i = {

느 cl Bi, if z Io.

Then each 즈1『(:r) is a non-empty closed convex subset of compact set 
D and 포 is upper semicontinuous by Lemma 3 of Fan [4]. Therefore 
by applying Himmelberg’s fixed point theorem [5], there exists a point 
x E X such that x € 포(:心), i.e. for each i € I, € {%(：》)• For i € 4), 
Xi G 止(金). If £ € Wi^ then

x € 仏(2) = cl (Bi 0 /〈)(#) C cl 乃(£),
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which is a contradiction. Therefore for each i E Iq^ x Wi, i.e. Xi € 
仏(소) = clBi(x) and Ai(x) A 2\(2) = 0. Next, in case i g 4), then 
VT} = 0 and 切 = cl Bi. Therefore Xi G 仏休) = clBi(x) and 八(소) A 
Pi(£) = 0. This completes the proof.

REMARK. In the assumption (5), W{ must be a proper subset of X. 
In fact, if Wi = then by applying Himmelberg’s fixed point theorem 
to JI(시成 仁 시 F\)> we can get a fixed point x E Y[(clBi Q clPi)(x) C

ie/ 스 . ieI

IJ clPi(x\ which contradicts the assumption (6). When Ai = Bi for 
iei
each i € I, Theorem is reduced to Theorem 1 in [7].

When A{ = Bi, Pi(x) = 0 for each i E I and x E X, we can obtain 
the following generalization of Himmelberg’s fixed point theorem as a 
consequence.

COROLLARY. Let I be a (possibly uncountable) index set. For each 
i E I, let Xi be a non-empty convex subset of a locally convex Haus- 
dorff topological vector space, Di a non-empty compact subset of Xi 
and let Ai : X = Xi 2Di be upper semicontinuous such that for 

iei
each x E X, A(:r) is a non-empty convex subset of Then there 
exists a point x E X such that for each i E I, Xi E cl 八(2).

PROOF. By letting Pi(x) = 0 for each x E X and i E I, all hy
potheses of Theorem are automatically satisfied. Therefore we obtain 
the conclusion.

Finally we give an example of a non-compact 1-person game where 
Theorem can be applicable but the previous results in Borglin-Keiding 
[2], Yannelis-Prabhakar [9], Tian [8] can not be applicable :

EXAMPLE. Let X = [0, oo) be the non-compact choice set and 
the preference correspondence P and the constraint correspondence
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j4 = B be defined as follows :

4/、 o/、 f [0,2 —z], 
A(x) = B(x) := <I {0},

( [l + z/2,2),
P(z)=J [2,8/3],

I {+ 2/(1 十⑦)},

if z e [0,2), 

ii x e [2, oo), 
if z e [0,2), 

if ⑦ = 2, 

ii x G (2, oo).

Then the 1-person game (X, A, B, P) satisfies the whole assumptions 
of Theorem ; in fact, the set W = [0,2/3] is closed and the image of 
A is contained in a compact set D = [0,2]. Therefore, by Theorem, 
we can obtain an equilibrium point x = 1 E X such that x € cl B(£) 
and A(i) Pl P(£) = 0. Here we note that Theorem 6.1 in Yannelis- 
Prabhakar [9], Theorem 2 in Tian [8] can not be applicable in this 
setting since the correspondences A, P and AC] P do not have open 
lower sections.
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